SCOUTING AHEAD
6 MACRO TRENDS SHAPING OUR TOMORROW

WELCOME
TO THE
JUNGLE!
Does it feel like things are changing far faster than you prefer? As if it’s taking everything
you have to catch up to the latest trends, knowing you should really be in front of them.
We feel you. It sure would be great to have the freedom to pump the brakes and catch
our breath.
But slowing down isn’t on the cards, so we’re doing the next best thing; looking ahead to
see what’s coming over the horizon, and racing towards it with a plan. We can’t control the
pace of change but we can mitigate the element of surprise.
they could fundamentally alter society forever. And it’s these tectonic shifts that create
opportunities.
These aren’t predictions. No crystal balls here; these are strong opinions loosely held.
We’re exploring the edges of probability. The edges are shifting and uncertain. It’s where
discoveries are made, and unlikely connections occur.
We’re well into the second year of living with COVID 19, and its tendrils have touched every
aspect of our lives. As circumstances change, it will continue to impact decisions, actions
and attitudes in unexpected ways and with surprising consequences. This isn’t about how
a coronavirus changed the world, but that certainly provides the subtext.
We’ll wrap up with some ideas about what it means for brands and marketers. Grab a hot
beverage and a notepad, let your mind wander and we’ll see you on the other side!
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WORK REDEFINED
• Remote working is comparable to the industrial revolution and affects society at every level.

THE METAVERSE MULTIPLIES
• Digital worlds could one day surpass our analogue existence.

AUDIO ASCENSION
• An explosion in popularity, variety and accessibility fosters new forms of listening.

CORPORATE ACCOUNTABILITY
• Brands and businesses become active allies in improving society. Or else.

ALL HAIL KING CONTENT
• Brands must float above the noise or drown in a sea of creative.

THE RETAIL REVOLUTION
• What happens when people stop thinking about shopping?

WORK REDEFINED
A remote labour force prompts
rethinking society
Many businesses faced the choice of
shutting down or radically changing their
mode of operation. Many of the changes
made will become permanent. Calling this
“Work From Home” sounds like everything
is exactly the same, with one location
swapped for another. However, the
changes go much further.
This is because the place of work
underpins other factors. Shifting from a
prompts interrogating why things
are done a certain way. This line of
questioning will include how and when you
has a gym and canteen!”) and increases
the importance of others (“how will my
location affect my pay?”). Given jobs
play such a prominent role in our lives
and impact so many other aspects of
it, some changes will cause unintended
consequences.
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT
The industrial revolution accelerated
urbanization as people followed job
opportunities from agricultural areas
to cities and this profoundly changed
society. Remote work may be the catalyst
that sets off similar social upheaval in all
manner of ways. For now, let’s stick with
the impact of changing location:
Commercial real estate demand and
supply are hit by a shockwave. Businesses
don’t need as many buildings, or the
services required to maintain them.

Reduced demand means less construction
and lower property prices. Corporate
buildings are often clustered in urban
business districts
a new use for those, which will probably
prompt rethinking on zoning and city
planning.
Residential areas change as people
choose to live elsewhere now they
On a large enough scale this impacts
population densities and has knock on
effects for all the businesses set up to
serve regional populations.
If you can work remotely, you can meet
remotely too, meaning much less
business travel. When you include
(and the need for parking, fuel, vehicle
maintenance) and public transport, that
from all sorts of feeder industries. In
its place we have tele-conferencing,
meaning a greater need for connectivity,
bandwidth, cloud services, software and
hardware.
Home remodelling, car sales and
restaurant turnover are all impacted by
this change in human movement. People
install dedicated work spaces, they leave
longer gaps between car purchases and
they likely eat out much less.
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All of these affect politics and tax
revenue. Not everyone can work remotely,
but when enough people do, it changes
circumstances for others. And the
cascade begins.

ADDITIONAL READING:

MULTIPLE REALITIES

We have mixed reality, virtual reality,
augmented reality and plain old reality.
Layer these on top of each other and you
get the metaverse (or omniverse); the
idea that we live in multiple digital shared
spaces of our making. What works in one
can’t always be easily re-created in the
other, presenting many new challenges
and opportunities.
If this immediately makes you think of the
Matrix, you’re on the right track; except we
voluntarily move between these worlds,
and they co-exist, integrating analogue
and digital. Peloton is a metaverse
experience; real exercise, gaming,
social interaction all rolled into one.
Most of us currently spend the majority of
our time in the physical realm with brief
digital forays for entertainment into the
likes of Fortnite, Roblox or Minecraft. This
skims the surface of their potential; one
that’s continually explored and adopted.

The more time we spend in them and the
more things we can do there, the more
important virtual worlds become. What
virtual instead of the analogue?
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT
Think of this in terms of resources. You
have time and money to spend; two things
we all have in short supply. Where we
choose to allocate these draws attention,
investment and development.
Spending in the digital realm implies a
decrease elsewhere. Elements of our
physical existence may be replaced by
virtual counterparts. If people hang out
with friends in Fortnite and buy custom
skins for their avatar, what’s the long term
impact on bars and clothing brands?
A recent example of this value shift is
B.20. An art collection by a prominent
artist was purchased, and three galleries
commissioned and designed in which
the collection could be viewed by the
public. The galleries and art were bundled
together into a single entity in which
individuals could buy and sell shares.
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None of this is tangible; the art was
digitally made by Beeple and consisted
of NFTs (or Non Fungible Tokens), the
Galleries were all constructed in virtual
spaces like Decentraland, and ownership
took the form of a cryptocurrency token
called B20. Nevertheless, currency
changed hands, ownership was
transferred, and real people could admire
(and own) art they may not have otherwise
seen.

scent. It presents exciting opportunities
for expansion and innovation in a space
where almost anything is possible.

New environments present new marketing
opportunities. An ascendant digital realm
offering enticing advertising spaces
may shift funds from the physical world.
A growing metaverse may result in less
physical advertising.
Some of our needs remain the same,
but meeting them in a virtual space will
require brands to take a new approach
to live up to their value proposition in a
space without physical attributes. AXE

important, requires AXE deliver the same

ADDITIONAL READING:

AUDIO ASCENSION
The soundwaves of change
Video killed the radio and its progeny are here for vengeance. It seems every single
platform has a different take (or a shameless iteration of someone else’s). Podcasts, music
subscription services, and audio socializing have propagated rapidly. The growth is fuelled
• Audio is easy to use. It works as a primary and secondary consumption medium.
It’s user friendly. Cost effective to stream, quick to download and convenient to store.
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Do you know what your brand sounds like? More importantly, do your customers (existing
and potential)? This is the starting point for brands building presence in this space, from
tone and identity to a sonic version of their word mark. Social signatures, brand bibles and
execution toolkits need to be updated, and it’s a work in progress as new opportunities
develop, so make sure you’ve got your ear to the ground.
The sonic renaissance shows no signs of slowing down. Make sure you’re able to give the
people what they want to hear.

• Listening (with headphones) is private. People can’t see OR hear what you’re enjoying.
It’s familiar. Audio was a popular medium before this latest iteration of growth.
• Audio sets a low production bar. Anyone with a phone is a broadcaster.
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT
Growth prompts exploration, which unlocks new types of content. Clubhouse was
something different and almost instantly sparked clones on bigger platforms, Twitter,
Spotify and Facebook among them. ASMR was almost unheard of a few years ago and is
now practically an industry on its own. Live performances are viable, as is mental health
and wellness guidance, meditation and altered-state experiences through binaural beats.
There’s plenty of uncharted territory waiting to be discovered in this versatile medium.
The winning platforms will engineer win-win-win-win outcomes: good for the consumers,
platforms, brands and creators. They’ll do whatever it takes to monopolize audiences and

revamps the listening experience and opens new creative opportunities. Devices like the
ODD ball use accelerometers to make music and Sphero’s Specdrums turns colour into
music. If LEGO can incorporate sets into gaming and AR and music vidiyos, they can and
will build ones focused on audio. First movers will look for novel ways to integrate audio
into other mediums to add new dimensions and set them apart. Audio advances also
while voice driven commerce is a rapidly growing channel.

ADDITIONAL READING:

CORPORATE ACCOUNTABILITY
Doing good is good essential for (staying in)
business
to shareholders. But there’s a shift
in focus from the bottom line to civil
accountability as the metric of choice and
it’s driven by customers. Special interest
groups (AKA customers, consumers and
target markets) are forcing businesses to
improve the world. This coercion uses two
levers: their buying power, and the court
of public opinion.
It’s effective; a multinational replacing
plastics with biodegradable materials
has a bigger impact in a shorter time on
pollution than any number of consumers
recycling their own waste. Brands have a
societal change, whether it’s Pinterest
advocating for body positivity or the
inclusivity.
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT
Who decides what’s good for society and
what isn’t? That’s only the start of the tough
questions brands must face. There isn’t an
answer which pleases everyone.
If businesses must take a stand to retain
their market, we will likely see the cultural
polarization of brands. As nice as it is to be
cheered, companies need to have a plan for
when they are booed. Toyota faced calls for
boycotts after donating to politicians who
objected to certifying the 2020 US Election
results. Toyota defended their actions before
later changing their stance.

Politics, ideology, consumption and
branding are now explicitly entwined. Nike’s
support for Colin Kaepernick is a great
example. Outraged consumers burnt their
products but those who agreed bought
even more than before. Brand preference
is a statement of personality, and people
prefer these statements be authentic.
Neutral territory may become a thing of the
past and brands attempting to occupy it risk
backlash; if you aren’t with us you’re against
us (look at how Basecamp’s attempts to
depoliticise blew up).
Hypocrisy will be unilaterally rejected.
Saying one thing for social clout and
acting contradictorily for monetary gain
will undermine brand equity at best, and
decimate revenue at worst. This applies to
everything from political lobbying to hiring
practises and manufacturing. Every aspect
of business is also marketing.
While leaks about their products are par
for the course, Apple has been tight lipped
about their culture. Employees frustrated
by this have leaked stories to journalists
about controversial hires, public stances
plans. Apple is issuing bodycams to workers
to prevent product leaks, but tracking and
exposés.
The public hold the ultimate double edged
sword: brand equity. They can make or
break it. Consumer and employee activism
might only be a prelude to the next stage:
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Investor activism. The Wallstreetbets AMC
& Gamestop memestocks may be a hint
of things to come; “Green” bonds have
been around since 2007 and sustainable
investing is on the rise. Investment products
with climate and CSR driven portfolios could
be forerunners of retail investors doing
the same thing. Environmental, Social &
Governance (ESG) investing is set to become
a powerful force in directing capital.
Being an early adopter in this trend is
advantageous. It provides an opportunity to
set the pace and agenda for competitors.
Laggards don’t reap nearly as much approval
as leaders. Patagonia and Ben & Jerry’s are
great examples of brands whose activism is
identity driven without being commercially
motivated. Society expects individuals to
contribute to group wellbeing; individuals
share that expectation when it comes to
corporates.
Businesses do well to view this expectation
as an investment, not an expense. Deploying
resources to the betterment of society is
an essential ingredient in the recipe for
commercial success. What a better society
looks like is up to each individual to decide.

ADDITIONAL READING:

TOTAL CONTENT SATURATION

Content is still king. Nothing new about that. The trend we’re interested in is effectively
1.7MB
of data per person per second.
Bruce Springsteen released “57 Channels (And Nothin’ On)” in 1992. In 2021 we have
comedian Bo Burnam’s satirical Welcome To The Internet summing things up (be warned,
you will hum this jingle for weeks after watching). Burnout has replaced boredom. Every
niche is saturated with new material to watch, listen to, read or play. And six hours a day
on your phone won’t get through it all.
Amongst this cornucopia of content, brands must have creative worth consuming in front
of the right audience. We’ve gone from needles in haystacks to droplets in ever expanding
oceans.
This isn’t a new obstacle, but its exponential nature is noteworthy. What happens when
people won’t (or can’t) pay attention anymore and we reach attention bankruptcy?
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audience or doubles the exposure for partnering brands reaching the same market in
non-competing industries. Tag Heuer X Nintendo is a great example of unexpected
partnerships that work, because yes, Mario fans are all grown up, have a bit of money
and like nice things. Vans went from sub-culture footwear niche to a global fashion icon
causes. LEGO leverages collaborations to reach new audiences, and Fortnite is adept at
creating in-game promotions catering to their consumer interests for other brands. These
brands know how to collaborate without diluting their brand or overpowering others.
Re-evaluate your approach to content ownership; get comfortable entrusting others with
your brand equity, including fans, collaborators, creators and partners. The remix is the
contemporary medium of expression, embrace it. Control of creativity will become a key
point of collaboration between creators and corporates. Their audience is their livelihood
and you’re riding shotgun. Working with creators you trust is as important a factor as their
audience metrics.
found in getting louder, but in eliminating the need to stand out at all.

THE POTENTIAL IMPACT
People reducing their content consumption is not anti-creative but rather mindful
indulgence.
Content kept on the menu will either be cheat treats or the kinds of calories worth
keeping. Direct access to fans is a huge advantage. Substack gave writers and journalists
this opportunity, with Twitter and Facebook following hot on their heels. Red Bull are past
masters at this, building a media house and leveraging their production and storytelling
series about football and doping called The Net
Reach new fans through old fans by making content easy, compelling and rewarding to
share and trust your advocates to know who to share it with. Long term strategies are the
way to go here. Your planning should be framed in decades, not quarters. Aston Martin’s
return to Formula One has community built into the approach with their I/AM platform.
Community building is rigorous and slow; it must pay dividends repeatedly rather than for
one campaign.
collaboration are the footholds to success. A good partnership exposes brands to a new

ADDITIONAL READING:

BUY IT NOW

Retail has made huge leaps, with e-commerce having been around for at least forty years.
We live in a state of semi-permanent purchase readiness, from Uber Eats on our phones
to Amazon Prime in our homes and QR Coded TV commercials. We ask Alexa to buy
toothpaste and it arrives on our doorstep hours later.
It’s only getting easier as shopping takes over the internet. Everything popular online
eventually becomes a shopping portal.
are the most recent
example. The internet has Rule 34 for porn, perhaps we need something similar for retail.
Google wrote years ago about the Zero Moment Of Truth; the point at which a person
decides to become a consumer. When these moments occur, anywhere, at any time,
Marketplaces will reach a point where friction is practically zero which translates to
consumers without patience. If the brand of choice is unavailable, alternatives are
instantly accessible.
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT
of limitations (buying groceries as an activity shaped by scarcity of time, transport,

Brands want consumers to choose their products. Platforms want users to buy through
them. The biggest winners will fully integrate vertically. When everything’s a shop,
everything competes for shoppers. The early lead will go to businesses with streamlined
logistics and supply who catch every bit of margin they can (Amazon’s way ahead in this,
In a world without scarcity or inconvenience, the shopping experience is an all important
edge. Brick and mortar retail is well versed in this battleground. It’s why brands
create elaborate window displays in stores and car makers offer test drives and turn
picking up your new ride into a celebratory event. These entice the buyer to where the
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product is. It’s why Bed, Bath & Beyond
to feel like
an immersion into home decor instead of a warehouse. Now customers have instant
digital proximity to goods, so shopping experiences (physical or otherwise) serve a new
purpose. Shoppertainment and experiential retail will evolve to meet new needs. Look at
WeBuyCars’ recent purchase of the Dome as a sign of moving towards an experiential
shopping environment. AI shopping assistants, cosmetics you virtually try on and
Augmented Reality home decor are forerunners of this. But it’s still early days.
(E)lectronic commerce is not novel. Now we can talk about (i)ntegrated commerce.
Or simply, commerce.
important (and a lot more complicated) or a lost cause. We may have a wealth of
purchase will have the buyer’s experience at its core whatever it consists of and wherever
it occurs. Which means the lines between retail and marketing will also blur, until all brand
interaction is potentially shopping, and all shopping is experiential.

ADDITIONAL READING:

THE IMPACT
ON MARKETING
WHAT ALL THIS MEANS FOR OUR INDUSTRY

Let’s see how these speculations weave together, and where marketing adapts to best
accommodate change.
The Content of Accountability
Purpose in action makes for great content, and don’t forget to get your supporters
involved. You’re not doing it for the ‘gram, but good works deserve to be championed. Stay
either. Symbiosis is the goal. Always keep it real; authenticity wins in the long run.
The Audio Aesthetic
We’re used to brands being seen. Now they may be more readily heard. This means the
sound of your business might end up shaping how it looks, instead of the other way
around.
Bridging Realities
what works; it’s a great space to discover and pursue a cause or build a new community.
Mitigate the impact of mistakes through pilot programs. Failure must be respected, but
stagnation is the only thing to fear.
Unlocking New Audiences
Remote work asks us to re-assess assumptions we take for granted. This provokes
examination of other things society would never have thought to question. This process
will create new market segments and audiences with new needs and expectations. Be
ready to serve them.

Commerce Everywhere
Sales was always subject to the restrictions of logistics, but technology is removing these
barriers. Your consumers are closer than you think and the mechanisms to close a sale
are multiplying rapidly. Streamlining logistics and tightly integrating marketing with sales
will provide a better purchase experience for customers and convert fans into consumers
much more smoothly.
The Golden Thread is Experience
The way we interact with and perceive the world, society at large and our relationships
with businesses and brands are changing. But the more things change, the more they
stay the same. The value of a positive experience remains a reassuring constant. All other
things being equal, making people happy means you’re probably on the right path. Whether
it’s content, commerce or activism, prioritising your audience’s experience will keep you
on track for success.

PARTING
THOUGHTS

ITS SHAPING UP TO BE A TUMULTUOUS DECADE
It feels like life is accelerating, and there’s another Black Swan event every other Tuesday.
We’ve got an eye beyond the horizon and these are some developments which may form
the next wave of change:

The Curation Middle Layer

Consumers As Owners
Zero-cost investment means everyone can own a piece of any company. When
shareholders unite around causes, they will chart the course of the businesses they invest
in (or divest from). The reins of the economy move from the boardroom to the general
populace.

a key factor in its success.

Privacy Revolution
Every individual wholly owns their data. Any businesses must pay them to access or use
it. It’s part of your identity and also your property, and as such is closely guarded and
monitored.
Ad Blockdown
Unsolicited marketing is rendered almost entirely invisible for anyone who can afford
it. This turns the media ownership environment upside down. The free-to-use model
supported by ad revenue stagnates as digital-friendly currency and near-free transaction
costs make it easy for content owners to place material behind paywalls, and affordable
for consumers to pay only for what they choose.
Representation Matters Even More
Diversity and inclusivity becomes a priority in order to unlock opportunities and avoid
blindsides. Any business unable to empathise with its audience loses out to competitors
who can. Representation and market share become indistinguishable from one another as
transparency becomes the norm.

others. This middle layer will be an essential part of the content ecosystem and become a

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED
We plan for what might happen but it’s certain we shall be surprised by something else.
But forecasting isn’t pointless. You can’t prepare for what you can’t predict, but you can
improve at responding to the unexpected, making these waves of change a little easier to
ride.
Good luck!

ABOUT US
We’ve been an independent digital creative agency for over a decade.
Our name is a nod to guerilla marketing and our mission is to solve brand problems in ways that get clients
and customers to say “That’s Awesome!”
We do this by combining strategic thinking with creative execution and always saying “No” to average,
because people are ambivalent to average and they fall in love with awesome.
This is our guiding principle and underlines everything we do. It is the foundation of the many long-term
partnerships we have built and grown with some of South Africa’s most loved brands.
That’s the TL;DR.
For a more in depth discussion about us (and, perhaps, about you) we’re always up for a coffee and a chat.
Get in touch at hello@gorillacreativemedia.com

